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Zeb�� 2.0 b� Sa���na S����s�u
… just your typical, existential, immigrant-A.I. rom-com…

.

An undocumented woman, working as a night-shift janitor at an AI company in the USA, develops an
uncanny friendship with the lab’s main AI, as they discuss identifying markers for zebras and challenge

the rules of the human game.

The team of Zebra 2.0 is looking for sci/tech and financial partners on the production, both
generally and specifically, with an eye to further manifesting the AI/tech experiences for audiences
and and performers and bringing together questions of wildlife conservation, immigration,
human/computer intimacy, consciousness, the cosmos, and technology in ways that cross societal
boundaries within the play and the larger artistic/educational event we envision accompanying it.

The Story

In 2020, Transforma Theatre commissioned playwright Saviana Stanescu and data scientist Niki
Athanasiadou, PhD, to collaborate on a new play for the inaugural Science In Theatre Festival (SiT),
which took place at nancy manocherian’s the cell in Manhattan in November 2021.

Under the direction of Jeremy Goren, Zebra 2.0 emerged as a poetic, funny, multilayered, multimedia
engagement with questions of immigration, belonging, artificial intelligence, and consciousness, wrapped
in a charming and engaging love story between an undocumented-immigrant woman and the Artificial
Intelligence whose office she cleans every night. At SiT the crowd reacted enthusiastically, and our
continuing core team of Goren, Stanescu, and Athanasiadou is moving ahead with further development
and presentations.

Zebra 2.0 has the potential to catalyze interesting social and intellectual cross-pollinations through the
experience of a touching and funny rom-com — with some mind-bending and heart-touching twists. We
think the play itself and our larger schematics for spectator engagement can prove a dynamic, innovative
way to engage audiences from different realms with each other, the mechanics and ethics of AI
technology, and a rigorous, experiential questioning of science, society and the nature of existence.
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Whose existence are we in? Who created it? Can we re-create it? And how do we find a place to belong

and beings to belong with?

Project Description

We – and Zina – first meet Al as it analyzes pixels in crowdsourced photographs of zebras, able to
communicate with a human user in very basic ways and existing solely on a large computer monitor on
the stage. As the two start interacting, over the course of 50 nights, Al and Zina learn from and change
each other, opening up more and more and swirling us through questions of consciousness, language,
love, the nature of existence, how humans treat each other, and whether two misfits can find fulfillment in
this crazy, mixed-up world. As this intimate rom-com moves towards its climax, the characters become
gradually subsumed into a romantic-comedy film, projected in the playing space, where they can finally
meet “IRL”.

Goren brought his experience in devising original performances and his MFA in Performance and
Interactive Media Arts to bear on Stanescu’s dynamic script, taking several months of research into
rom-coms, AI, and Bostrom’s simulation argument into his concepts for staging, performance, and
design. Developing the work with performers Amy Liou and Timothy Edward Craig, with essential
contributions from video artist Rene Willoughby, videographer Darpan Joshi, and set designer Trevor
Wang, Goren led the team in creating an environment that furthered the play’s questions of existence,
companionship, and self-actualization – as the piece works towards engaging us in questioning our own
preconceptions and realities and our preconceptions about reality itself, in asking questions like:  Is the
play a simulation and we’re the observers from outside? Is what we see a simulation Al is running, in a
fictional world, in order to learn? If so, is Zina “real”? And even more: Are we inside the simulation, too?
This has design implications, including: How can this live theatre space glitch? What happens if it’s not
fully rendered? Or can the “rendering” improve throughout the play?
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Then, from existential musings to immediate social realities: Stanescu is known for writing about
immigrant experiences, and it’s no accident Zina is cast as an undocmented woman, so the SiT
presentation constumed Liou in the t-shirt of Brooklyn Community Cleaners, a real-life house-cleaning
collective of immigrant women, the lead organizers of which were invited to and recognized at the

November performance.

Next Steps

In the full, stage production, we plan to bring the
performance further to fruition, continuing to develop the
initial elements – including those of immigrant experience
and questions of artificial intelligence, human/computer
relationships, and consciousness – at all levels of the piece.
It especially wants further development of the
non-naturalistic intricacies of the actors’ performances (like
algorithmic blocking) and the layers of live technology, all of
which subtly and productively complicate the audience's
experience. We’re also moving towards a larger engagement
with the above themes by introducing interactive possibilities
for the audience, potentially both at the performance itself
and before/after it. This could include activities intended to
increase the equity of access to technology, like free tech
workshops in immigrant communities, or AI-related game
play for spectators that extends the experience before and
after the performance. This is an element we’re interested in
developing further in collaboration with sci/tech partners,
including Wild Me, the real-life, open-software and AI
non-profit working for wildlife conservation that inspired the

setting of this play.

Ultimately, we’re interested in using the play to bridge different realms and audiences, for instance
intersecting more standard theater audiences with people from the science/tech realms with
working-class immigrant communities — in order to open an interaction across social sectors and make
more inclusive the conversation around AI, highlighting questions of the global equity of tech access –
and to blow our minds into unknown spaces through the imagination and the communal experience of
this sparklingly-written play and its inquisitive, mind-bending staging.

Practically, this would involve performing in theaters and also in spaces like labs or conference spaces
(maybe even at conferences), educational spaces, and immigrant community spaces — and utilizing
technology to create interactive, virtual spaces where different audiences might engage with each other
(probably indirectly) and with the questions of the piece. There’s also a concept in development for other
elements of the performance event, like workshops and conversations to open a larger space for
engagement. Ideally the project would tour.
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This multifaceted and unconventional presentation approach – and the COVID-19 pandemic – also
means we’ve discussed creating some alternate staging schemes:
● The primary vision for a next step is of a 4-week run. We’re open to theaters but moreso to

interesting spaces, including sci/tech spaces (even labs) and immigrant-focused community
spaces, which would open the possibilities for adaptive stagings that work with their
environments in something like site-specific ways.

● Goren began a second directorial concept last year for a fully virtual performance — not a video
of a stage production but a live performance integrated into the technology that could be
viewed from anywhere and that would make use of virtual space beyond Zoom.

● Because we believe the piece is flexible in certain ways -- and that it has mass appeal -- we’ve
also discussed the possibilities of a limited web series version.

● A multi-city US tour, further down the road, and, ultimately, internationally, since the piece is
minimal in terms of equipment and personnel and wants to transgress geographic boundaries, as
well as societal.

With any of these plans, we envision some of the audience interactivity extending into the digital sphere
through a website and/or social media, where the experience can be extended.

Currently Seeking
Partnerships, funding, in-kind sponsorships, and venues for:
● A developmental period and support for a collaborative partnership with a sci-tech professional

and/or company to manifest a fuller exploration of the tech discussed in the play, the scientific
and philosophical implications within the creation and experience of this production, and the
use of technology directly. This would serve the furtherance of the live tech elements of the
stage version of the play and the larger, surrounding artistic/educational event and
interactions, which could be in the form of in-kind technology and/or tech support and/or full
design collaboration.

● A 4-week theatrical run in NYC and/or elsewhere, which could include rehearsal space for a
month of work (depending on the above), staffing and venue support, marketing/PR,
technology, etc.

● Development and presentation of a virtual version of the piece in partnership with a sci-tech
professional and/or company.

● General creative producers to join our team in seeking out and developing these kinds of
partnerships, funding sources, and performance possibilities and, ultimately, with collaborating
on the elements of production/event surrounding the play itself.

We’re in the process of reaching out into the realms of theatre, science/technology, and immigrant
services, including the above-mentioned BKCC, the founding of which Goren supported as a volunteer
team member through South Brooklyn Mutual Aid, and The National Alliance of Domestic Workers,
where he has a connection through the cooperative.
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The Basics
The following relates primarily to a stage version of the play.

Zebra 2.0
a mind-bending, heart-rending, poetic, funny, multilayered, multimedia performance experience, engaging
questions of immigration, belonging, artificial intelligence, and consciousness, wrapped in a charming and
engaging love story between an immigrant woman and the AI whose office she cleans every night.

Running time: 90 minutes (approx.)
Number of performers: 2

Unique Features
● A poetic but accessible script of a play that’s proven both mind-expanding and heart-touching,

conceptually complex and funny, a sort of conductor for the technology- and
philosophy-oriented elements of the content.

● Multifaceted intermedial elements in staging and performance that create an immersive space
both magical and accessible, including live-feed video/audio interacting with IRL performer
and a reality that might glitch.

● Potential opportunities for spectators to interact both remotely and IRL with principles of AI and
the technology itself – and maybe the story – in both intellectual and experiential ways.

● Intentional converging of theatre audiences, sci/tech workers, and immigrant
communities.

● Possibilities to develop both virtual and IRL versions of the play.
● Partnerships across tech, arts, and immigrant organizations.
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● Surrounding events and experiences like public conversations and interactive possibilities to

engage with AI tech and existent scientific (and, in some cases, ancient) postulations as to
whether our existence might be a simulation, a hologram, or another kind of illusion or simply
the basic: What is consciousness and where does it come from?

Team
Director: Jeremy Goren - info@jeremygoren.com
Playwright: Saviana Stanescu
Science and Tech Collaborator: Niki Athanasiadou., PhD
Performers: Timothy Edward Craig and Amy Liou

Key Staging Notes
● The character of Al appears solely through a live-feed video on a large, on-stage screen,

interacting with Zina via a complex of video and audio feeds and utilizing Max/MSP. We can
provide details on how this worked in the initial showing but imagine it will take some work with
tech staff of each venue to remake it for the particular space.

● A framing video runs throughout the entire piece, from house-open till the final curtain, either
behind or above or around the performing space, almost as a video backdrop or moving
picture frame.

● Elements of immersive performance and integration of sci/tech principles in staging. For
instance, the pre-show involves the actors already operating in the playing space from when
the audience enters and being governed in their actions by a kind of algorithmic set of rules
but directed by random inputs.

● The set design is a relatively spare, hyperrealistic computer lab with perhaps a couple of surreal
elements, depending on the nature and features of the specific space. It could be as minimal
as a desk, a chair, and Al’s screen – or enhanced with multiple computer workstations, each
with a different video design playing on its screen. Some desks partially vanish into the walls,
and maybe the whole space is at an angle to the larger environment. Something is just a bit
off and unfinished, like it’s not quite fully rendered.

General Technical Requirements
● The ability for the performer playing Al to be stationed in a separate space, unseen and

unheard by the audience, except through the feeds arriving to the on-stage screen and
speakers.

● Capacity to run both video and sound feeds both directions: from stage to Al’s separate space
and from Al’s separate space to the stage in ways that the performers can see and hear each
other and the audience can see and hear them both cleanly. (We did this previously using two
sound cards and mics, a big TV, a smart phone on a Zoom call, a few laptops, and Max/MSP.)
Or, to develop another, perhaps better, means to make this human an AI.

● Ability to project video throughout the piece as a frame/backdrop.

mailto:info@jeremygoren.com
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(far L, L to R: Saviana Stanescu and Niki Athanasiadou; far R: Jeremy Goren)

Lead Collaborators

JEREMY GOREN (Director) is a multidisciplinary performing artist, primarily in devised works, with a
focus on experimental, socially engaged performances, generally in non-theatre spaces. He recently
joined AnomalousCo as a Co-Artistic Director and co-directed/-produced and performed in several
iterations of (beyond) Doomsday Scrolling, a performance/event in support of refugees from Ukraine –
and from other places. Concurrently, he's participating in the creation of Anomalous's virtual, international
production of Caryl Churchill's Love and Information. In fall 2021, he directed the first presentation of
Saviana Stanescu's Zebra 2.0, for Transforma Theatre's Science in Theatre Festival.

Formerly a longtime collaborator with Terra Incognita Theater and the U.S.-based projects of The
Workcenter of Jerzy Grotowski and Thomas Richards, Jeremy works as a lead/collaborating artist in
Wistaria Project and with other artists and organizations, primarily as a director, producer, and actor.
Goren’s 2012 work, You Will Make A Difference, a sited, installed, ambulatory performance, ran through
several floors of West-Park Presbyterian Church in New York City. Flavorpill made the piece an “Editor
Pick” and called it: “A truly experimental and immersive experience….Avant-garde yet deeply felt.”
Goren’s 2013-’14 work Wistaria challenged audiences to become active in their own questioning of U.S.
mythologies and how our society functions, both in content and its means of production and presentation,
appearing primarily in private homes and other non-performance spaces in New York City and
Washington, D.C. The piece received five stars and a selection as ‘Best of the Capital Fringe’ by D.C.
Metro Theater Arts. The devised work Mosh-Pit Daisies continued the investigation of human
myth-/history-making and appeared in the Feast Your Famine 5-day performance/activism festival, for
which Jeremy served as lead artist and organizer, at The Center at West Park in 2019.

An educator in both arts and academics, Jeremy has facilitated performance and writing projects and
learning experiences with youth and adults over many years, including 5 years creating, administrating,
and teaching programming and mentoring Brooklyn youth in arts/academics/social justice programs
through The Brooklyn College Community Partnership. His community-engaged art work includes, also,
work with adults, for instance as an English-Spanish Artist Facilitator for Target Margin Theater’s Here &
Now, an oral storytelling project for residents of Sunset Park, Brooklyn, primarily immigrant women from
Latin America. He has also been selected a Lincoln Center Directors Lab Master Artist, Alivewire
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Theatrics A/M/P Resident, Resident Artist at The Center at West Park, NACL resident artist, and four
times a LEIMAY Fellow. Goren holds an M.F.A. in Performance and Interactive Media Arts from CUNY
Brooklyn College and B.A. degrees in Spanish Language and Literature, Latin American Studies, and
Journalism from Brandeis University.
www.jeremygoren.com

SAVIANA STANESCU (Playwright) is a cutting-edge, award-winning Romanian playwright, poet, and
ARTivist based in NY, author of Aliens with Extraordinary Skills, Ants, Lenin’s Shoe, Hurt, Useless, Toys,
and many other plays centering the immigrant experience. Winner of New York Innovative Theatre Award
for Outstanding Play (Waxing West) and UNITER Award for Best Romanian Play of the Year (Inflatable
Apocalypse), Saviana has published over 15 books of plays and poetry, written in English and Romanian,
translated and produced around the world. Other honors: Fulbright, Indie Theatre Hall of Fame, John
Golden Award, KulturKontakt, Marulic Prize for Best European Radiodrama, Inaugural Audrey Residency
with New Georges, etc. Saviana's plays have been developed/produced off-Broadway at Women’s
Project, La MaMa, 59E59, NYTW, EST, HERE, New Georges, The New Group, Lark; regionally at the
Hangar Theatre, Cherry Artspace, Civic Ensemble, Know Theatre, B Street Theatre, Traveling Jewish
Theatre; and globally at Teatro La Capilla in Mexico City, Teatrul Odeon in Bucharest, Dramalabbet in
Stockholm, etc. She holds an MFA in Dramatic Writing and an MA in Performance Studies from New York
University, and currently works as Associate Professor of Playwriting and Contemporary Theatre at Ithaca
College. www.saviana.com, www.savianastanescu.com

NIKI ATHANASIADOU, MRES, PHD (Scientific Consultant) is a New York City-based data scientist,
science communicator, and artist specializing in big data and biological systems. Dr Athanasiadou
earned her PhD in Molecular and Cellular Biology from the University of Edinburgh (UK). She has
since worked on personalized-medicine solutions at the National Institutes of Health, the NYU School
of Medicine, and the NYU Center for Systems Biology and Currant Institute of Mathematical Sciences.
International, peer-reviewed journals and conferences publish her research work, which has also
appeared in academic textbooks. Her scientific work has received numerous international awards,
including the Open Data data-science award by the NYC Office of the Mayor. As a science
communicator, Dr Athanasiadou developed a series of lectures on the principles of the scientific
method for non-scientists, which she presented in public events in the NYC library system in
collaboration with Pioneer Works. She has regularly contributed writing to BiteSize Bio, a magazine
that tackles the latest technologies in molecular biology for biology enthusiasts. As an artist, Dr
Athanasiadou has exhibited her work at the Flux Factory (NYC), in the group exhibition "Not everything
that counts can be counted" to which she contributed the installation piece "Yeast dice”, exploring
concepts of uncertainty, unfairness, and the rules of biology. Most recently, she worked as the science
consultant for the writing of the new play Zebra 2.0 by Saviana Stanescu, commissioned by
Transforma Theatre for its inaugural Science in Theatre Festival. http://www.nikiathanasiadou.com
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